
Texas SSLC Update of the 83rd Legislative Session 

 

The Texas legislative session is just winding down with only a special session still in 

progress. The State Supported Living Centers (State-Run ICF Facilities) did quite well this 

session. There were no realignment or closure bills that made it into committees. The 13 

SSLCs are still intact and open for clients.  

There were three very positive pieces of legislation which proponents of SSLCs lobbied 

and testified in favor of. First, was HB 2276, which Rep. Crownover authored, that 

passed through both houses as local and uncontested. This equal information-access bill 

simply requires the local MRA authorities to present the SSLCs in a very positive manner 

included with the other services The State of Texas offers on a check-list type brochure. 

This can be signed by both the case manager and the client or their representative and 

kept in their file to be easily tracked ensuring the MRA authorities are adhering to the 

intent of the bill. Second, HB 1760, which Rep. Darby authored, also passed through 

both houses as local and uncontested. This bill allows any donations or gifts given to 

Department of Aging and Disabilities Services to be used exactly as the donor (not 

DADS) specifies, including donations given to SSLCs. Third, included in the budget 

passed allows the direct-care staff of SSLCs a 3% pay raise, and the SSLCs will receive 

$23,000,000 from the general revenue fund for repairs and renovations. 

Many dedicated advocates, VOR members, and active parents worked tirelessly to 

ensure a positive outcome. We are also very blessed to have a legislature that 

understands the life-sustaining services the SSLCs provide and continue to fund this 

service for the most fragile of the disabled population in Texas. 

Please feel free to pick up copies of HB 2276 & 1760 to use as examples for legislation in 

your own state. I will miss seeing everyone at the VOR Conference this year. Wishing all 

of you a very successful conference and success with your congressional visits. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql9J56p69KI&feature=youtu.be 
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